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Abstract
To cope with the constantly increasing demand for high performance computers, not only the
Frequency of the CPUs is increased, and new sophisticated design concepts are introduced but also
multiple cores are connected to work together. Some years ago, this development has arrived at
the mainstream market for desktop PCs and there is almost no new product without the multi-core
technology. To exploit these advantages of the hardware, the software development has to keep up.
This bachelor thesis deals with the parallelization of the pe physics engine, a tool to simulate the
behavior of rigid bodies. To be more precise the parallelization using the boost library is analyzed
on shared memory systems. Because of the pretty complex algorithms contained in the simulation
tool, this cannot be done automatically. After an overview over the multi-core technology and
the parallelization in general, the individual algorithms and the speedups achieved for them are
presented for two different hardware configurations.
The insight that is gained by the examples in this thesis can easily be adopted to other parallelizations while the overall presentation is on purpose kept comprehensible. By enhancing the
performance, the range of application grows since for example the maximum number of bodies in a
real time simulation is increased or the runtime of a complex scientific simulation setup is decreased
considerably.

Zusammenfassung
Um der Nachfrage nach Höchstleistungrechnern gerecht zu werden, wurden seit vielen Jahren nicht
nur die Taktraten erhöht und die interne Technik verbessert, es wurden auch zunehmend CPUs zu
Rechenclustern zusammengeschaltet. Vor wenigen Jahren ist diese Entwicklung auch auf den PCMassenmarkt vorgedrungen und inzwischen ist die Mehrkerntechnik aus der heutigen Hardwarewelt
nicht mehr wegzudenken. Um diese Entwicklung auch auf der Softwareseite umzusetzen, müssen
die Programme parallelisiert werden, damit sie den Geschwindigkeitsvorteil nutzen können.
Diese Bachelorarbeit beschäftigt sich damit, ein an der Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg entwickeltes
Simulationsprogramm für die Physik starrer Körper, die pe Physikengine, in ihren Teilschritten zu
analysieren und präsentiert verschiedene Ansätze diese mit Hilfe der boost Bibliothek zu parallelisieren. Dabei wird stets auf Systemen mit gemeinsamen Hauptspeicher gearbeitet. Aufgrund der
Komplexität der auftretenden Algorithmen ist deren automatische Parallelisierung nicht möglich.
Nach einer verständlichen Einleitung zum Themengebiet Parallelisierung wird auf die jeweilige
Struktur der parallelisierten Algorithmen eingegangen und die erzielten Geschwindigkeitsverbesserungen bei der Berechnung werden auf zwei unterschiedlichen Systemen vermessen und erläutert.
Die Erkenntnisse, die hier vorgestellt werden, können aber auch leicht auf viele andere Parallelisierungen angewendet werden, wobei deren Präsentation absichtlich möglichst verständlich gehalten
ist. Durch das Ausnutzen der erreichten Geschwindigkeitesvorteile vergrößert sich auch das Einsatzgebiet der Software, beispielsweise die Obergrenze der maximal in Echtzeit simulierbaren Körper
und die Laufzeiten der Simulationen von komplexen wissenschaftlichen Szenarien reduzieren sich
spürbar.
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1

Introduction

If you buy a new Desktop PC these days, it will probably have a dual-core or quad-core CPU inside.
This statement holds true no matter what brand you prefer or whether it is a low cost machine,
the multi-core technology is in almost every new computer. The trend can even be observed for
the gaming industry, since the Playstation 3, a dedicated gaming device, uses the cell processor,
which offers up to nine cores. But when it comes to professional high performance computations
like huge simulations one will always prefer to use a cluster, which is the perfect example for lots
of cores working together.

Figure 1: Illustration of the execution of one thread on a single core CPU in the background and
two threads on a CPU with Hyperthreading in the foreground (still a CPU with one single physical
core). This is a screenshot from a video located at [13].

The trend to use more cores instead of making a single core faster has revealed itself some years
ago. A reason for that change is that it has become harder to speed up a single processor due to
physical limitations like heat development and a loss in efficiency, visualized in the Figures 3 and 4.
Unfortunately this development has also its disadvantages. It requires programmers to restructure
their programs to make use of the newly available power. Since a program running a single thread
of execution cannot benefit from a multi-core processor, the code has to be parallelized. Figure 2
illustrates the seperation of a game into four independent tasks, each computed on a seperate core.
A not parallelized code could only make use of one of these cores and therefore only of one fourth of
the performance. Until today, this work has not been done for many commonly used applications
and quite a few programs are still designed neglecting the possible benefits of multiple threads.
This thesis describes the work necessary to parallelize the pe physics engine, a powerful tool to
simulate the behavior of rigid bodies. It will describe the serial algorithms applied during the simulation of rigid bodies and the problems that occurred during the parallelization of these algorithms.
The focus of this thesis lies on the performance gain on multi-core CPUs with shared memory.

1

Figure 2: In comparison to Figure 1, this one illustrates the processing of four independent threads
on a CPU with four independent cores, a so called native quad-core. This is a screenshot from a
video located at [13].

2

2

Multi threading

This chapter will describe the general idea of multi threading and explain different concepts for
parallel execution with special regards to the concepts used in this thesis. The overview starts with
the underlying hardware and afterwards covers relevant aspects of possible implementations.

2.1

Hardware

Why should one use these multi-core architectures?
If you primarily increase the frequency of a CPU as it has been done for years, its power consumption
grows and therefore it will automatically produce more heat. Besides the fact that semiconductors
cannot be simply made arbitrarily fast, the heat transportation also has its limits. Furthermore the
efficiency measured in FLOPs per Watt (Floating point operations per second per Watt) decreases
dramatically if only the clock rate of the CPU is increased. One way to bypass these facts is to
shrink the architecture of the chip. But the production of smaller semiconductors is less efficient
and therefore more expensive. The other approach, the multi-core architectures tend to be by far
more efficient in terms of power consumption and heat development.

Figure 3: A general relationship between the performance and the power consumption of a CPU

The hardware has to offer the possibility to run threads simultaneously. Therefore multiple cores
have to operate simultaneously. One distinguishes between symmetric multi-cores that contain
multiple completely equal cores and asymmetric multi-cores, where different cores, sometimes with
completely different advantages are combined (a popular example for such a system is the already
mentioned cell processor).
Another very relevant aspect different systems can be distinguished by is the access to the main
memory. On the one hand there are machines with a shared main memory. For example all cores are
placed on one mainboard, often even in one CPU and then they all can operate on the same main
memory. As a consequence, a thread may directly operate on data after another thread processed
them before. On the other hand there is the concept of distributed main memory, where several
CPUs are placed on different mainboards. In this case each CPU can operate on its main memory,

3

Figure 4: Combining two cores with a lower frequency offers more performance for less energy
but cannot directly access data that has been processed in another main memory. This already is
the main disadvantage of distributed memory systems. To share data all threads that do not share
one memory have to communicate with each other.
This communication unfortunately takes a considerable amount of time. For the communication
again two main concepts exist, the blocking and the non blocking communication. With blocking
communication the thread waits idle for the communication to finish, while non blocking communication allows the thread to compute some other things while waiting for the communication to
finish. Unfortunately, hiding the communication overhead by some computations is not possible
in every case. Usually both communications include some overhead, reducing the performance of
the system. But why is distributed memory parallelization considered then? A common desktop
computer mainboard is designed to maintain one CPU. Today these CPUs often contain up to four
cores and given this hardware not more cores can share the main memory. Some special designs
even allow several hundreds of cores, but with every hardware the number of cores sharing the main
memory is limited in some way. In real life various combinations of shared and distributed memory
systems exist.
Since this thesis only presents shared memory parallelization, a closer look on this type of parallel
system is reasonable. This type of machines at least can be divided into again two groups. The
difference most relevant for this thesis is the usage of the Level 2 cache. This Level 2 or L2 cache is
a smaller memory storage that keeps data available significantly faster after they have been loaded
from the main memory. Some CPUs only have one L2 cache for all cores, whereas in other CPUs
each core has its own L2 cache. The obvious advantage of a shared cache CPU is that a single
thread running on one of the cores can make use of a bigger L2 cache and therefore usually will
encounter less cache misses, since more data can be stored in the cache. But the downside of this
concept are some effects that can occur with special problem sizes. Such an effect for example
can occur if one thread loads data into the cache to operate on it, whereas another thread loads
different data. If the sum of the loaded data is bigger than the cache size some data will be thrown
out of the cache. If the corresponding thread attempts to access this particular data, it has to
load it into the cache again, replacing data the other thread might need to access again. Since the
access to the cache would have been by far faster than to load the value from the main memory
this behavior significantly reduces the performance. This kind of cache miss is a so called capacity
cache miss. Though it will occur with any CPU above some certain problem size, it is less frequent

4

when the parallelization is done on a system where each core has it’s own L2 cache. Surprisingly
many benchmarks indicated this behaviour.

2.2

Software

To make use of the complex systems introduced on the previous pages, a special piece of software
or the operating system itself has to provide a program the option to create threads. Fortunately
this feature has been available for years on commonly used systems. But usually this means some
extra work. A common C++ program is started as one process and this process runs one thread of
execution. Since this thread can only be run on one core, the program will not benefit from another
core, except that other applications may run simultaneously on the other core. The goal is to make
the program create additional threads and to distribute the work as equally as possible between the
threads. Since every core can run one thread at a time, the work ideally can be performed twice as
fast on a dual-core machine (compared to a single-core machine of the same speed). Unfortunately,
in many cases, achieving this goal is not trivial. Although there are concepts like OpenMP [12] that
are easy to use, these frameworks are not (yet) flexible enough to handle every scenario.
As one may have already guessed, again two main concepts for threads are distinguished, kernel and
user level threads. These two mainly differ by the way they are created and scheduled. A kernel
level thread can be created by a running thread of execution, both then sharing some resources,
for instance the code and data segment (unlike a newly created child process). The operating
system then knows about the kernel level thread and therefore also takes care of its scheduling.
In contrast to that concept, a user level thread is a light weighted thread, not even known to the
operating system and therefore controlled internally by the process itself. The main advantage of
a user level thread is that switching between the threads is very fast, since there is no need to
perform a system call to change the current thread of execution. But this already is the downside
for parallelization, since these threads cannot be scheduled by the operating system and the single
process has no possibility to schedule the light weighted threads on another core. Since speedup is
the desired effect for the algorithms, of course kernel level threads will be used, to be more precise
those implemented in the boost framework. But this will be explained in the next chapter in detail.
Some other critical aspect of a parallel program is the synchronization between the threads. To
explain the need for synchronization, let us assume we have created two kernel level threads that
can run simultaneously and both have to count the total number of elements they have processed
in one shared variable. What may happen now is that one thread loads the value of this variable,
increments it, but gets interrupted by the operating system right before he could store the result in
the variable again. Now the second thread does its computations, processing several elements and
setting the counter accordingly. As soon as the first thread is scheduled again, it will write the old
value to the variable, not knowing that the value has been changed in the meantime. This effect
sometimes leads to disastrous behavior.
To prevent it, each thread has to “obtain” such data first, by locking a synchronization concept,
for example a mutex. Synchronization concept is the generic term for several different ways to
prevent multiple threads to access data simulataneously. The mutex concept is one particular way
to allow just one single thread to use the data, but also more advanced ideas like sharing the access
if possible and some other. But if it is not explained otherwise, it can be thought of as a simple
lock, with an open and an closed state. For further information about the other possible options of
the synchronization that is used in this thesis see [18].
A simplified usage looks like the following:
mutex my_useful_mutex;
lock my_simple_lock( my_useful_mutex );
//While the lock is locked, no other thread will be able to lock it.
//No other thread could process this part simultaneously.
some_code;
my_simple_lock.unlock();
5

//Now the mutex is unlocked again and another thread may process
//the lines described with some_code
This “locking” is an atomic operation, what means it cannot be interrupted in between. After
locking the mutex the thread may write data without computing wrong results, even if it then gets
interrupted in the previously described fashion. The second thread will then not be able to lock
the mutex anymore and has to wait until the first thread has unlocked it again. Such situations
occur in several algorithms, every time the threads have to write to common data, for instance a
common result vector. An example for an implementation of such a synchronization can be viewed
in the chapter 4.2.1 in detail.
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3

Important frameworks

This chapter describes the two frameworks that are used in this thesis. On the one hand there is
the pe pyhsics engine, a powerful simulation tool designed by Klaus Iglberger at the university of
Erlangen-Nuremberg, on the other hand the boost library, which is a collection of very useful tools
that cover many often needed tasks in every day programming life. The following section will cover
the boost library in detail, focusing on the functions used during this thesis. Afterwards the pe
physics engine will be analyzed focusing on some design concepts and its usage.

3.1

The boost library

The boost website describes the package as following:
“Boost provides free peer-reviewed portable C++ source libraries. We emphasize libraries that
work well with the C++ Standard Library. Boost libraries are intended to be widely useful, and
usable across a broad spectrum of applications. The Boost license encourages both commercial
and non-commercial use.“ [6]. The license of boost roughly speaking allows everyone to use it for
commercial and non commercial applications as long as the license itself is included in the resulting
software (For the detailed license see [7]). This thesis is compatible with version 1.35 or later.
The main advantage of using the boost library for a programmer is that he does not need to
implement commonly needed features over and over again or rely on implementations from other
sources that sometimes may contain undocumented bugs. In comparison to the standard library,
the concepts of boost usually are more general and therefore more widely and easier applicable.
An often underestimated issue is the portability of software. For example, if code is to operate on
the file system, one will usually encounter lots of obstacles when porting the code from Linux to
Windows or vice versa. But by using for instance the “filesystem” functionality included in boost
(and also in several Linux distributions) the program can operate on an abstract layer that performs
the desired operations regardless of which file system the program actually is operating on. The
same holds true for the implementation of threads, which will be used later on.
During the implementation by far not all libraries contained in the boost package were used. (For
a list of all currently about 90 libraries see [8])
The most relevant functionality was provided by boost::thread, which consists of several header files
(primarily thread.hpp) and the corresponding library (libboost threads.*). The major feature is the
setup of kernel level threads and assigning some work to them. Assigning work is done by passing
a function pointer as an argument to the constructor. To synchronize a created thread and the
main thread again, the join() function can be called, with the effect that the main program stops its
execution when it reaches the join() statement until the thread has finished its work. But as it can
be seen later on in the implementation, a more advanced handling concept, the boost::thread group
has been found to be extremely handy to manage multiple threads. Instead of having to create
and manage every thread separately the thread group can create and hold many threads, perfectly
suited to create a dynamic number of threads in a loop. To keep the program flow synchronized
the join all() function is provided. It has the same effect as join(), but on all threads contained in
the thread group simultaneously, so that the main program will stop at this point until all threads
have finished their work.
Here is a little C++ code example to illustrate the usage of these boost::thread functions:
#include <boost/thread.hpp>
(...)
//This statement initializes the group that
//will contain the threads later on
boost::thread_group grp;
for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
7

//The next statement adds one thread to the group each time the
//loop reaches to this line again. Each thread will execute the same
//function, here a function call some_fancy_function with no arguments.
grp.create_thread(some_fancy_function);
}
//Here the original thread may do some computations itself, while the
//other threads process some_fancy_function
grp.join_all();
Code containing these functions needs to be linked against the libboost thread.*.
The code is just an example how the functions can be used, but since it turned out to be an efficient
implementation style, this structure will be used several times in the actual parallelization.
To deal with the issue of shared resources, boost offers multiple concepts, reaching from simple
atomic locks over barrier concepts up to sophisticated condition variables. The shared resources
in the implementation all were handled by atomic locks on the boost::mutex concept, which offers
a fast and approved synchronization mechanism. There was no situation encountered where the
program flow would have benefit from more complex synchronization offered by boost.
The thread library has undergone several changes from boost version 1.34 to 1.36. One of the
new handy features is the function hardware concurrency() which tries to determine the maximum
number of supported simultaneous threads on the current hardware. By default it will be used in
the implementation as the ideal number of threads.
Another functionality of boost that has been used is the boost::bind. Like the majority of the
functions included in boost, bind is made available in the code just by including the header file, in this
case the “bind.hpp”. Boost::bind provides the possibility to “tie” arguments to a function pointer
or functor. What might sound unnecessary in the first place has become a great relief since there is
no need to write a wrapper class for every function that is to be parallelized. In previous versions
of boost these two ideas were the only ways to start a thread processing a function with arguments.
The implementation of such a wrapper will also be demonstrated later. The boost::bind function
is far more flexible than the std::bind, considering the number of bindable objects. Especially the
range of possible arguments for bind has been extended from version 1.34 to version 1.35, and this
additional feature was used in the implementation. To extend the previous example, one could use
boost::bind to pass arguments to the threads. For instance, if some fancy function had an integer
value as an argument, one could write:
(...)
grp.create_thread(boost::bind(some_fancy_function, i));
(...)
This syntax will pass the integer i to the function some fancy function. Since the version 1.36 of
boost has extended the possibilities of the thread creation, this kind of additional effort using bind
is not really needed any more, since the arguments can also be passed just by adding them into the
statement directly, producing the following syntax:
(...)
grp.create_thread(some_fancy_function, i);
(...)
This code looks more convenient, but underneath relies on boost bind itself. Since the all code
examples in this thesis will use the explicit syntax including boost bind for compatibility reasons,
and the concept of bind comes in handy in several other situations too, this function is explained
in detail anyway.
8

The third frequently used boost library in this thesis is the progress.hpp, which contains a timer
function. The boost::timer object provides time measurement as simple as just possible. With
creating a timer object the time measurement is started instantaneously and the member function
timerobject.elapsed() returns the number of seconds that have passed since the creation of the
object. To be more precise it returns the CPU-time the process has obtained since then. This
turned out to be a problem for measuring the performance of the parallel algorithms in this thesis,
as the resulting time almost doubled when a parallel code with two thread was measured. It is a
consequence of the approach to measure all time slices granted to the process on any core, which
also almost doubles if two cores are used. Furthermore the measurement isn’t perfectly accurate
for short times and the maximum time measurable depends on the system. Therefore a definitely
mightier concept from the pe engine is also used for the performance measurements. Nevertheless,
the boost::timer offers a very simple way to analyze what parts of a serial program are time intensive
and in combination with a different measurement allows statements about the CPU usage of parallel
code.
The usage can be easily illustrated by a small example:
boost::timer my_timer;
//do the work to be measured
std::cout << ‘‘The work took ‘‘ << my_timer.elapsed() << ‘‘seconds\n’’;
This code will simply measure the time it took to execute all statements between the initialization
and the .elapsed() statement. To put it all in a nutshell, boost has offered several solutions essential
to this thesis, as the parallelization itself. Due to the function hardware concurrency and some
details with the usage of bind, version 1.35 or above is required.

3.2

The pe pysics engine

The pe rigid body physics engine, in the following often called pe, is the program that is parallelized at several chosen, compute intensive steps. It has been developed by Klaus Iglberger at
the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg and has, starting as a well structured code just to compute
simple rigid body physics, developed to a framework that can hold many extensions and offers interfaces for them, for example the simulation of rigid bodies in flows or for more complex geometries.
Simulating the behavior of bodies or structures is a wide application field in engineering. Nearly
everything, from the structure of a car or a building, nuclear explosions or even the movement of
whole galaxies is being simulated today. One specialized field is the simulation of ridig body dynamics. The rigidness of these bodies states that they stay in shape even after vehement collisions. It
is introduced in these simulations because they otherwise would sometimes become highly complex
and therefore slow to compute if deformation of bodies as an additional degree of freedom also had
to be considered. Of course in real life every material will be deformed or broken if enough force
is applied to it. But if the main interest of a simulation are rotational and translational forces and
movements, in many cases the deformation of the bodies can be neglected without introducing a
considerable error. This is especially true for very stiff or very small bodies. In these cases rigid
body simulations often deliver very good results and approximate the behavior of the real system
by far faster. In material science for example the behavior of nanoparticles can be studied with
this approach (see [1]). It even has been used to give robots an idea of how to interact with their
environment (as in [16]). Of course not only scientific simulation, but also the market for video
games is an excellent example for the usage of rigid body dynamics. In that case not accuracy is
the primary goal, but performance. For further information about rigid body dynamics, espicially
in games [4] is an interesting source.
The whole package pe is published under the GNU Lesser General Public License (version 2 or
above, for further information see [9]). Pretty much shortened this means it may be used for
commercial and non commercial work, but it’s origin may not twisted. The development concept
grants a very high flexibility. Anyone may write his own algorithm and can simply, as long as it
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provides some predefined interface function, exchange the existing ones with his own by changing
a few lines in the config files. It is also written portably between Linux and Windows, what grants
high usability. The implementation itself already uses boost, and supports the irrlicht framework
for real time visualization of the results. For further informations about the irrlicht framework see
[10]. The visualization is also possible by output files that can be rendered with POV-Ray [11].
The focus of the simulation is on accuracy instead of faster simulation, what allows precise scientific results. But as already mentioned the algorithms can be flexibly changed, for example to trade
accuracy for speed if a real time application is favored. In the pe package some example codes are
contained, that help guide the end user through his first steps in the pe simulation world.
This world is implemented in the namespace pe and actually starts with the class pe::World. In
this class, the simulation setup can insert geometric primitives like boxes, spheres and so on. For all
objects, initial values can be set, for instance their initial position and velocity, but also properties
like the material they consist of. After setting up several additional properties like the visualization
system, textures and lighting, the whole simulation setup is already complete. To run the simulation, a loop containing the function simulationStep( real timestep ) starts the computation. Since
the value timestep determines how far one single time step is, it has a considerable impact on the
accuracy. A bigger time step leads to a bigger error in the result. This holds true for every possible
combination of algorithms, but the exact error estimation varies for the different combinations of
algorithms. The simulationStep calls the individual functions that are needed in every time step.In
this thesis two completely different concepts of simulation algorithms and therefore also of this time
step will be introduced and analyzed in detail. The one is a computation concept that will often
be referred to as the “standard solver”, simply named by the development of the program code of
pe. Behind that, a special design for the timestep containing a solver for the linear complementary
problem can be implemented. The other one will be referred to as the “FFD solver”, named after
the “Fast Frictional Dynamics” solver algorithm that also changes the rest of the simulation step.
The “standard solver” in particular offers all the mentioned, highly flexible design concepts, whereas
the “FFD solver” sacrifices some accuracy for a huge gain in simulation performance.
At first some insight into the standard solver and its algorithms is granted. This computation first
applies the current forces to each object, then all contacts between bodies are detected. These
found contacts are sorted into independent batches, which then are resolved. Then the bodies are
moved according to the previously computed results. After finally triggering the visualization, the
program can proceed to the next time step.
The structure of the simulationStep function as a pseudo code:

Time step of the standard solver
void simulationStep( real timestep )
{
findContacts();
generateBatches();
resolveContacts();
move(timestep);
}
From this step, the function that finds the contacts, the one that generates independent batches
of contacts, the function to resolve these batches and the function that moves the bodies were
considered for parallelization. Their single-threaded form will be analyzed in detail and the work
that had to be done to parallelize them will be described in the following chapters.
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4
4.1

Parallelized steps
General changes

During the implementation, multiple approaches for efficiently working parallel algorithms were
tested. In many cases the general structure or data layout had to be changed at other parts of the
code to develop an efficient implementation. Since not every small change is relevant to get the big
picture, only the major two changes outside the parallelized functions will be described here.
The first one is a configuration file called “Threads.h” in the configuration subdirectory of pe that
contains the number of threads the whole program is supposed to use. It introduces the namespace
pe::parallel, defining the value NUM THREADS, which by default is set
to boost::thread::hardware concurrency(). This variable is used and checked all over the code, every time a parallel function is called. Even though the function call would return zero if no useful
information could be obtained, the parallel code therefore would not run with a useless number of
threads. In this case the number of Threads should be edited manually, but on all tested systems
this has never happened.
The second major change took place in the file “CollisionSystem.h” where some objects are initialized. For instance the detector for the contacts and the solver for the batches are initialized here.
The most promising approach was to set up arrays of detectors and solvers, each of the size of the
number of threads. This approach is necessary because the objects contain member data the thread
needs to operate on during the computation. If each thread operated on the same member data,
these would have to be treated as an additional shared resource. That would lead to additional
overhead time and therefore decrease the efficiency.

4.2

Findcontacts

pe needs to find out which objects collide in the current time step to compute the resulting forces
for the movement of the objects. This is done in the function findcontacts, which performs two
steps, the coarse and the fine collision detection. Coarse collision detection searches for possible contacts (for example implemented via bounding volumes) and afterwards searches the found possible
contacts via the fine detector for real collisions. These are then stored in a vector called contacts.
Since this vector is a shared resource if multiple threads run the function simultaneously, adding a
contact to the vector has to be synchronized. In the implementation this is done by a mutex that
is passed to every called function by reference if it is necessary. The code calling the function is
contained in the file “CollisionSystem.h”.
The single-threaded version simplified looks like this:
void Configuration::findContacts(){
detector_.findContacts( bodies_, contacts_ );
}
Since there is no single object detector anymore because a whole array of detectors was initialized,
the single threaded code transforms to:
void Configuration::findContacts(){
detector_[0].findContacts( bodies_, contacts_ );
}
But to be able to use more than one thread the code has to be rewritten. At first a little helper
function is introduced to allow the distribution of the work to the threads, each one processing the
following function:
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void Configuration::findSomeContacts(int tid, boost::try_mutex* mut){
detector_[tid].findContacts( bodies_, contacts_, tid, *mut );
}

The final version of the original code looks like this:
FindContacts function
void Configuration::findContacts()
{
assert (pe::parallel::NUM_THREADS > 0);
boost::try_mutex mut;
boost::thread_group grp;
for (int i = 1; i < pe::parallel::NUM_THREADS; i++){
grp.create_thread(boost::bind(&Configuration::findSomeContacts,
i, &mut));
}
detector_[0].findContacts( bodies_, contacts_, 0, mut);
grp.join_all();
}
One may notice that the main thread also computes a part of the workload. Since the setup of the
threads and the join all() functions usually do need by far less computation than the findSomeContacts, one thread would be idle most of the time. In several benchmarks, not even a measurable
overhead could be identified for the thread containing the setup of the other threads. Anyway, in
all simulations with an at least measurable time, this version showed a better performance than the
alternative one that creates an additional thread while the original thread is just waiting for the
group to finish. Probably also the scheduling of the operating system is more efficient if the original
thread keeps running and does not just yield for the others. The try mutex here can be considered
to be identical to a common mutex. It is passed to the slightly changed functions that create the
contacts. As already mentioned the contacts vector is the shared resource for this function, and the
detailed way how it is accessed will be shown in the next chapter.

4.2.1

Exhaustive search

The exhaustive search algorithm is the naive way to solve the task of finding contacts between rigid
bodies. It simply iterates over all bodies in a loop, collides the current one with all following ones
in a second loop and therefore has a complexity of O(n2 ). More information about the idea of the
exhaustive search algorithm can be found in [5].
The corresponding simplified code looks like this:
void ExhaustiveSearch::findContacts( Bodies& bodies, Contacts& contacts )
{
(...)
// Colliding all rigid bodies
const BodyIterator begin( bodies.begin() );
const BodyIterator end ( bodies.end() );
for( BodyIterator b1=begin; b1!=end; ++b1 ){
for( BodyIterator b2=b1+1; b2!=end; ++b2 ){
if( ( !b1->isFixed() || !b2->isFixed()) &&
( b1->getAABB().overlaps(b2->getAABB() ) ) )
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FineDetector::collide( *b1, *b2, contacts );
}
}
(...)
}
This code is located in the file “ExhaustiveSearch.h”.
The usual way of parallelizing this piece of code is to divide the outer loop into pieces, each piece
handled by one thread. Since each body in the outer loop has to be collided with all remaining
bodies in the inner loop, the work for the first iteration of the outer loop is considerably greater
than for the last. Consider for example a scenario consisting of ten rigid bodies: The first iteration
of the inner loop has to process nine other objects, while the last one only processes one. Therefore
the outer loop may not be divided into equal parts, because the first thread would run by far longer
than the last.
This inefficiency can be avoided by the function findFactor(int numt, int num). The job of this
function is to provide the perfect division factor for an arbitrary number num objects for numt
threads. At first an iterative approach was tried, that simply started with a fixed division factor.
As long as one part is greater than the other the factor was changed and tested again. This
approach turned out to deliver useful results but turned out to be inefficient. The second approach
exploits the linear function that describes the distribution of the work for an arbitrary number
of threads as long as the number of objects is known. The resulting code can also be found in
“ExhaustiveSearch.h” and looks like this:
real findFactor(int numt, int num)
{
real size = static_cast<real>((num/2)*(num-1));
real part = static_cast<real>(size / numt);
real res = 0;
int c = num;
while (res < part){
c--;
res += c;
}
return (1.0 - static_cast<real>(c) / static_cast<real>(num));
}
The value size is the number of all collisions that have to be performed for num bodies, whereas
part just is the workload a single thread should have with the known overall work. The loop
sums up the work the first thread has to perform and breaks as soon as the workload has been
reached. The number c/num is the percentage of all bodies one thread should take care of, and
1.0 – this factor is just a convention for the implementation of the exhaustive search algorithm to
return the percentage that has to be left for other threads. With this simple method the factor
can be computed as exactly as possible in the special case and the runtime is completely irrelevant
compared to the function itself (It is not even measurable with the standard boost::timer).
The function collide( BodyID b1, BodyID b2, CC& contacts) is provided by the fine detector and is
located in “MaxContacts.h”. It first distinguishes what kind of bodies have to be collided and then
calls the corresponding function (for example collideSphereBox() if a sphere and a box collide ).
These specialized functions all compute whatever describes contacts between the various objects, for
instance the distances, angles and so on. If thereby an actual contact is detected, they also create a
new contact object and add it to the contacts vector. Since this is the only action where the shared
resource, contacts, is accessed, the mutex reference has to be passed through every function as an
argument until this level is reached to synchronize the adding to the vector. This long way down
before locking the mutex may seem unnecessarily complicated, but the performance gain between
this code and a version that locks the mutex before each collide was measured about eight times
faster! The presented exhaustiveSearch function then changes slightly to:
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Final exhaustiveSearch
void ExhaustiveSearch::findContacts( Bodies& bodies, Contacts& contacts,
int tid, boost::try_mutex& mut )
{
(...)
// Colliding all rigid bodies
const BodyIterator begin( bodies.begin() );
const BodyIterator end ( bodies.end() );
int size = bodies.size();
int part = static_cast<int> (size * findFactor(pe::parallel::NUM_THREADS));
BodyIterator b,e;
b = begin + part * tid;
(tid == pe::parallel::NUM_THREADS-1) ? (e=end) : (e= begin+ part*(tid+1));
for( BodyIterator b1=b; b1!=e; ++b1 ){
for( BodyIterator b2=b1+1; b2!=end; ++b2 ){
if( ( !b1->isFixed() || !b2->isFixed()) &&
( b1->getAABB().overlaps(b2->getAABB() ) ) )
FineDetector::collide( *b1, *b2, contacts, mut );
}
}
(...)
}
The relevant changes are the usage of the findFactor function and the mutex that is passed to the
collide function. With all these changes done, the exhaustive search for contacts can be done in
parallel. For the final results of the parallelization, see, for example, chapter 5.1.2.

4.2.2

Sweep and prune

An alternative to the naive exhaustive search algorithm is sweep and prune. Comparing the single
threaded functions sweep and prune absolutely declasses exhaustiveSearch in most scenarios.
To explain this speedup the algorithm has to be viewed in detail. Here are the relevant parts:

The sweep and prune function
void findContacts( Bodies& bodies, Contacts& contacts )
{
(...)
// Sorting the three coordinate axes
sort( xaxis_ );
sort( yaxis_ );
sort( zaxis_ );
// Contact generation
const typename Collisions::iterator begin( collisions_.begin());
const typename Collisions::iterator end ( collisions_.end());
for( typename Collisions::iterator it=begin; it!=end; ++it ){
FineDetector::collide( it->body1_,it->body2_, contacts );
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}
(...)
}
The algorithm just contains one loop over “collisions” instead of two nested loops over all bodies.
These collisions can be thought of as a vector containing possible contacts and it is a member
variable of a sweep and prune detector. Since there is no other code left, the information contained
in this collisions vector obviously is computed within the sorting operations.
Each call of the sort function iterates over all bodies and checks whether the bounding volumes of
two bodies overlap on the given coordinate axis. If they do so, a counter contained in these bodies
is incremented. This counter reaching three indicates the bodies might collide in the current time
step in all three dimensions and so a possible collision between these two bodies is added to the
collisions vector. Commonly known, sorting is compute intensive, since it has at least
O( n · log(n) ) complexity. But the positions of the bodies usually only change relatively slow during
the simulation. Therefore the coordinate axis are made static and can be seen as presorted in every
time step after the first. That is why the sorting can be done pretty fast in every consecutive time
step. More information about the sweep and prune algorithm in general can be found in [5].
To parallelize the loop over all collisions would be analog to the same function call in
exhaustiveSearch. But now to the tricky part – sorting. The axes are member variables for each
detector, this means simply initializing multiple detectors also includes independent axes. These
axes had to be sorted by each thread on its own (since they are data only the thread itself may
access directly). Then the fine detection could run in parallel. But this approach gets even worse,
considering the fact that every thread increments the counter for a body if it overlaps with another
during its sorting process. Just as a small reminder, these counters are not member variables of the
detectors but of the bodies itself, and therefore the counters get messed up if multiple threads do
the sorting. The logical consequence would be to do the sorting once for all threads and parallelize
the loop afterwards. But the main pe design concept clearly is flexibility and that means the
algorithms have to be interchangeable. By pulling the sorting functions out of the sweep and prune
algorithm into the findContacts functions, this principle would be hurt because the algorithm
isn’t exchangeable without further changes to the calling function findContacts. Even worse, the
sorting could possibly interfere with other algorithms that also use the counter in some way. The
only possibility not to hurt this concept is to keep the sorting in the algorithm. But why not
just let the first thread do the sorting and then let the loop run in parallel? Because the axis are
detector member variables, this is not possible. Only the thread that has done the sorting has
some collisions to compute contacts from in its vector. What about pulling the axis out of the
algorithm and give them down by reference? That is not really a good solution either, again due
to the interchangeability of the algorithms.
Besides these problems, another effect would decrease the performance dramatically. If multiple
sweep and prune detection objects were created, the bodies have to be added and therefore presorted
by each of them at the beginning of the simulation. This leads to a huge overhead before the actual
simulation can start. As it turned out that exactly this presorting is the main bottleneck of the
sweep and prune function for huge simulations, the overhead accordingly grows huge.
To overcome these problems, some further ideas like a space partitioning approach that divides the
whole space into smaller parts, each processed by a dedicated thread, still might lead to a successful
parallelization. The sorting in this case would stay intact besides very few bodies that move from
the one subdivision to the other. Or maybe for instance a concept using shared pointers for all the
shared ressources also might work to some extend, Although there still are these options left, they
needed a complete restructuring of the underlying code, and the required effort already could be a
thesis of its own. Due to all the previous considerations and especially the fact that the possible
performance gain at other parts of the code is by far greater, resulted in the final decision not to
parallelize this function in this thesis.

4.3

Generate batches

Both prior analyzed functions fill the contacts vector. To resolve these contacts the standard solver
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needs to split them into independent batches. This is done by a function called generateBatches,
which calls the specified algorithm to do the separation. In the current configuration this usually
is the algorithm “UnionFind”. It iterates over all found contacts and checks the root for every
contact. If the current contact has the same root as a prior contact they are sorted into the same
batch. The loop could be parallelized with the shared resource of the vector “batches”, but this
would lead to some overhead time. The algorithm has complexity of O(m) with m << n (m is the
number of found contacts, n the number of bodies). Therefore it should already run by far faster
than all other parts of the program. This statement is easily proved by time measurements, where
it revealed itself that in most simulations the time spent on this function was just display as zero
by the boost::timer. The time measurement of pe did verify the minimal runtime spent on this
function. It only grew slightly in simulations with lots of objects and, as one can imagine, the time
for all other steps grew tremendously more.
Taking everything found out about this function into consideration one must say that simply no
further reasonable speedup can be achieved in this function.

4.4

Resolvecontacts

Averaging about all simulation setups run during this thesis, the function that took by far the most
time was the resolveContacts function. It’s task is to compute the forces that result from the
contacts that were found earlier in the time step. Since it operates on the independent batches and
has no shared vector as target for the results, there is no shared resource in this function. This
means the parallelization can be done without a lockable concept like a mutex.
The single threaded function looks like this:
void CollisionSystem::resolveContacts()
{
for( std::size_t i=0; i < batches_.size(); ++i )
solver_.resolveContacts( batches_[i] );
}
Analog to what has already been observed during the analysis of the exhaustiveSearch function,
the object solver contains member data that have to be used by each thread individually. To solve
this issue again an array with NUM THREADS solvers is allocated and initialized instead of one
object. This is done in “CollisionSystem.h”. As the number of batches is known, we simply can
divide the loop into NUM THREADS equal parts. But with this approach one thread might only
get very tiny batches while another one gets the same number of huge batches and therefore will
run much longer. To prevent this possible source of inefficiency, a load balanced approach is used.
The overall work is determined by summing up all batch sizes and counting the number of elements
in the batches already assigned to the current thread. As the current threads workload reaches the
desired amount of contacts, the thread is invoked and the next threads part is determined. This
approach sometimes results in a better performance, but still may be inefficient if the last batch
given to a thread is very huge. In this case at least two threads will not be used efficiently, since
one thread will compute considerably more than the others, while another thread will be idle for
quite some time. To eliminate even these cases, a partitioning algorithm can be used to divide the
total amount of contacts into parts as equal as possible. For instance, one might use a quicksort
algorithm to do this job. But because this sorting in every case would be an additional overhead,
whereas the simulation usually will only benefit in few cases because the number of contacts in a
batch usually is low, this algorithm has not been used.
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The implementation containing all described improvements finally looks like this:
void CollisionSystem::resolveSomeContacts(std::size_t s, std::size_t e,
std::size_t solvernumber )
{
for( std::size_t i=s; i < e; i++ )
solver_[solvernumber].resolveContacts( batches_[i] );
}
This is the small helper function that allows binding the actual loop to a thread. The next algorithm
presents the final code that makes use of this helper function and implements the distribution of
the workload.
Final resolveContacts
void CollisionSystem::resolveContacts(){
(...)
std::size_t s, e;
boost::thread_group grp;
int worksum = 0;
std::size_t size = batches_.size();
for (int i = 0; i < size; i++)
worksum += batches_[i].size();
int workload = 0;
e = 0;
s = 0;
std::size_t j = 0;
int workpart = static_cast<int>(worksum / pe::parallel::NUM_THREADS + 0.5);
for (int i = 0; i < pe::parallel::NUM_THREADS-1; i++){
workload = 0;
while(workload < workpart){
workload += batches[e].size();
e++;
}
if (e >= size){ //handling if there are not enough batches
e = size;
}
grp.create_thread(boost::bind(&CollisionSystem::resolveSomeContacts,
s, e, j));
j++;
s = e;
if ( e==size) break;
}
for( std::size_t i=s; i < size; i++ )
solver_[pe::parallel::NUM_THREADS-1].resolveContacts( batches_[i]);
grp.join_all();
}
As described it contains first the division of the workload, the the creation of the threads, and then
finally the main thread computes its part. After resolving all contacts, every bodies forces in the
current time step are known and the movement can be done.
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4.5

Movebodies

With the forces computed, the position of every object for the following time step can be updated
via the Velocity-Störmer-Verlet equations:
x(t + ∆t) = x(t) + v(t) · ∆t + 0.5 · a(t) · ∆t2
x(t) is the current position vector, v(t) the velocity vector a(t) is the current acceleration also as a
vector and ∆t is the current time step.
For the rotation of a body the following equations have to be evaluated:
ω̇(t) = I −1 (t)[T (t) − ω(t) · I(t)w(t)]
ω̇(t) is the angular acceleration of the body, therefore ω(t) is the angular velocity, I(t) is the inertia
tensor and T (t) the torque vector.
For the detailed derivation of these equations and further information about rigid body dynamics
see [3]. The error made by these equations decreases with the time step. Since every body has
its own position, velocity and force data, and there is no additional data needed and no additional
influence possible there also is no shared data at all in this computation. The original function is
rather short:
for( typename Bodies::Iterator body=bodyBegin; body!=bodyEnd; ++body )
{
body->move( timestep );
}
This code is contained directly in the function simulationStep. The computation should take approximately the same time for each body, so the loop may just be split up equally and distributed
to the threads. At first a wrapper function for the parallelization has been tested, but during the
development process of the pe engine this approach revealed itself to be an unnecessary handicap
for the flexibility of the whole engine. Therefore, boost::bind was used to assign the tasks to the
treads.
Again a little helper function, “helpMove”, was written, just to process its part of the overall work.
The simplified code looks like the following:
void CollisionSystem::helpMove(typename Bodies::Iterator s,
typename Bodies::Iterator e, real timestep)
{
for( typename Bodies::Iterator body=s; body!=e; ++body ){
body->move(timestep);
}
}
To start the movement in parallel, the corresponding code simply assigns all other threads an equal
amount of bodies, and computes the last part itself. The original piece of code then became:

Result for the moveBodies function
typename Bodies::Iterator s, e;
int size = bodyEnd - bodyBegin;
int part = size / pe::parallel::NUM_THREADS;
boost::thread_group grp;
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s = bodyBegin;
e = bodyBegin + part;
for (int i = 0; i < pe::parallel::NUM_THREADS-1; i++){
grp.create_thread(boost::bind(&CollisionSystem::helpMove, s, e, timestep));
s += part;
e += part;
}
for( typename Bodies::Iterator body=s; body!=bodyEnd; ++body ){
body->move(timestep);
}
grp.join_all();
The general structure of this parallel code is very similar to the previously presented implementations. A comparison between the first approach, to write a wrapper class and this code structure
will be presented later on in the chapter 4.7, and the difference in speedup is analyzed in the performance chapter 5.2.4.
Having analyzed all functions currently important for the standard solver, the FFD solver and its
individual parts will be presented next on the following pages.

4.6

FFD solver

Just as a quick reminder where we are in the big picture, the FFD solver is a completely different
approach to compute the behavior of a simulation and therefore also performs a different time step
than the standard solver does. All previously described functions are contained in the standard
solver time step and in several cases cannot simply be reused in the FFD solver time step. This
FFD time step roughly spoken contains four separate functions.
A pseudo code might look like this:

FFD solver time step
simulation step(real timestep)
{
firstHalfStep(0.5*timestep);
findContacts();
checkContacts();
secondHalfStep(0.5*timestep);
}
For the chapters ahead it may be interesting to notice that the only function already treated in this
thesis will be the findContacts function.
Just to give a slight idea of how the FFD solver algorithm computes the results:
The time step starts with the first half step, that moves the bodies exactly as if no collisions
were possible during this time step, but only half as far. Next, the contacts that have occurred are
searched, and for each contact some constraints are set up. The constraints are deduced for every
body as if every collision between two bodies was independent from all others. Finally the collisions
are resolved according to their precomputed constraints and the bodies are moved with the new
direction and velocity. The local systems that result from that simplifications are much easier to
solve than the global system that internally had to be set up by the standard solver. If no collision
was detected, the bodies are just moved the second half of the previously begun time step. A more
detailed approach to get the idea behind the FFD solver can be found in [2] and [17]
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4.7

First half step

The first half step consists of a simple loop over all rigid bodies contained in the simulation,
which moves them half a time step forward, just neglecting all possible collisions, and updates the
velocity at the new position.
The simplified code looks similar to the following:
for( typename Bodies::Iterator body=bodyStart; body!=bodyEnd; ++body )
{
// Updating the global position of the rigid body
body->firstPositionHalfStep( timestep );
// Updating the velocity of the rigid body (dont update a fixed body)
if(!body->isFixed()){
body->firstVelocityHalfStep( timestep );
}
}
Since such a loop can be parallelized easily as seen previously for instance in the moveBodies
function, this code will be used for the demonstration of an implemented wrapper class and later
on for the performance comparison between a simple functor and such an object containing the
workload. As already explained, there exist two major concepts for initializing a boost thread. One
is via a functor or function pointer, in this thesis often generated using boost bind. The other one
is to write a wrapper class and pass an object of this class as an argument to the create function.
The thread then will try to start the operator() of the object. The class in this case is named
workwrapper1, as it is the wrapper for the first half step. Its implementation only contains the
functions needed to hand over the work to the corresponding thread.
Here is an overview over its structure:

Wrapperclass for the work
class workwrapper1{
private:
// these are some data needed by the thread
typename Bodies::Iterator bodyBegin;
typename Bodies::Iterator bodyEnd;
real timestep;
public:
//some constructors
workwrapper1()
{}
workwrapper1(real timestep_, typename Bodies::Iterator bodyBegin_,
typename Bodies::Iterator bodyEnd_)
{
bodyBegin = bodyBegin_;
bodyEnd = bodyEnd_;
timestep = timestep_;
}
// this function assigns the needed data (if not already done by the constructor)
void assign(real timestep_, typename Bodies::Iterator bodyBegin_,
typename Bodies::Iterator bodyEnd_)
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{
bodyBegin = bodyBegin_;
bodyEnd = bodyEnd_;
timestep = timestep_;
}
//This operator is the function a boost thread automatically will call if it
//has been initialized with an object instead of a function pointer as argument.
//It is almost exactly the same as the non parallel algorithm would perform,
//exept that the start and end of the loop have been changed
//or as a helper function would do.
void operator()()
{
for( typename Bodies::Iterator body=bodyBegin; body!=bodyEnd; ++body )
{
// Updating the global position of the rigid body
body->firstPositionHalfStep( timestep );
// Updating the velocity of the rigid body (don’t update a fixed body)
if( !body->isFixed() ){
body->firstVelocityHalfStep( timestep );
}
}
}
}; //end of the class workwrapper1
As already described, the thread will try to invoke the operator(), computing a part of what the
serial algorithm also does. To use this concept, the program code changes to:

Final implementation of the first half step
(...)
//Some initializations here
int size = bodyEnd - bodyBegin;
int part = static_cast<int> (size / pe::parallel::NUM_THREADS + 0.5);
typename Bodies::Iterator s = bodyBegin;
typename Bodies::Iterator e = bodyBegin;
e += part;
boost::thread_group grp;
workwrapper1 wrap1;
//This loop sets up the threads
for (int i = 0; i < pe::parallel::NUM_THREADS-1; i++)
{
wrap1.assign(timestep, s, e);
grp.create_thread(wrap1);
s += part;
e += part;
}
// A part of the workload again is left to the original thread
for( typename Bodies::Iterator body=s; body!=bodyEnd; ++body )
{
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// Updating the global position of the rigid body
body->firstPositionHalfStep( timestep );
// Updating the velocity of the rigid body (don’t update a fixed body)
if( !body->isFixed() ){
body->firstVelocityHalfStep( timestep );
}
}
grp.join_all();
One may notice, that the syntax used for the creation of the threads seems less complex than in
an example with boost bind. Therefore one might consider it as an alternative to the often used
functor generated by boost bind. But since the results of the performance analysis will attest the
thread creation using function pointers a better performance, the finally implemented version again
uses a helper function and boost bind to assign arguments to it.

4.8

Find and check contacts

After this first half step is performed, the previously introduced algorithms for the detection
of contacts are used. For reasons of efficiency, the sweep and prune algorithm is usually used here.
It also is the only previously discussed algorithm, that is reused in the FFD solver. Since the
sweep and prune function has already revealed itself not to be a useful candidate for an efficient
parallelization, this approach is not performed here either. Furthermore, some tests with large
simulations, that are usually the target of the FFD solver, showed that the sweep and prune
algorithm takes a very long time to presort all bodies. Since several detector objects were needed
to perform the algorithm in parallel, every detector then had to do this work. The performed tests
with several detector objects even showed a decreasing performance, probably due to interferences
between the threads when the data has to be loaded several times. And as already explained
previously, the member data contained in the bodies would be the same problem again.
The next algorithm takes care of the found contacts and computes some restrains, for example for
their velocities. At first glance it looks like a perfect candidate for a parallelization. It simply iterates
over all contacts and performs some checks on them, where data only is read, so no synchronization
would be needed.
The relevant piece of code looks similar to:
const Iterator cbegin( contacts.begin() );
const Iterator cend ( contacts.end() );
for( Iterator contact=cbegin; contact!=cend; ++contact ){
checkContact( *contact );
}
But on a closer look, it turns out that when the restrains are computed in a subfunction of checkContact, they are stored in the corresponding body. Since it is possible (and actually pretty likely
in the FFD solver) that a body occurs in two or more contacts in the same time step, it is also
possible that two threads try to store values simultaneously. With this behavior recognized a synchronization has been performed to prevent possible errors. But although only tiny bits in terms of
runtime were locked, the performance was a lot worse than the single threaded approach. Therefore
neither for findContacts nor for checkContacts a parallelization was implemented.
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4.9

Second half step

The last task of the FFD solver time step is the second half step, which completes the movement
the first half step has begun. Since the constrains for every body have been computed in the
detect and check functions, the true movement for the current time step can be computed. This
again is done in a loop over all bodies, resolving the found contacts. To allow this computation to
happen in parallel, the collision solver is parallelized exactly as it was already done in the standard
solver. That meant declaring an array of solver objects instead of a single one, and the usage
of an helper function. Instead of yet another loop following to move the bodies afterwards, this
second half step is included at the end of the computations for one element. The used helper
function looks similar to the following code:
void secondloop(real timestep, int tid, typename Bodies::Iterator bodyBegin,
typename Bodies::Iterator bodyEnd )
{
for( typename Bodies::Iterator body=bodyBegin; body!=bodyEnd; ++body )
{
if( !body->isFixed() )
{
if( body->hasConstraints() )
{
solver_[tid].resolveContacts( *body );
}
else {
body->secondVelocityHalfStep( timestep );
}
}
body->secondPositionHalfStep( timestep );
}
}
If constraints are found, a real contact was detected, and the actual FFD solver performs its duty. If
no constraints are found no collision was detected and the second half step completes the movement
that was already started by the first half step. To execute these computations correctly in parallel,
the overall function looks as following:
Final implementation of the second half step
s = bodyBegin;
e = bodyBegin + part;
for (int i = 0; i < pe::parallel::NUM_THREADS-1; i++){
grp.create_thread(boost::bind(secondloop, timestep, i, s, e));
s += part;
e += part;
}
for( typename Bodies::Iterator body=s; body!=bodyEnd; ++body ){
(... the same loop as contained in the helper function, just dedicatedly
using solver_[pe::parallel::NUM_THREADS-1] ...)
}
grp.join_all();
This parallel algorithm structure has been used several times all over the fourth chapter. The
process just distributes the work equally to all threads and computes the last part by itself.
What has been shown so far were several different functions that occurred in the pe physics engine.
Every computation step was analyzed and parallelized if it was feasible and did pay off.
But usually not the code but the speedup you get by all this effort is of most concern. During the
following chapters this speedup will be examined in detail for each part and for the whole program.
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5

Performance

All this effort would be worthless if there wasn’t the speedup of the simulation. To measure this
speedup the boost::timer concept has turned out not to be an acceptable choice because the times
measured are an accumulation of the CPU time all threads have obtained together. On the one
hand this has lead to some confusion about the efficiency of the parallel code, on the other hand
the pe::timing concept, that is more accurate anyways, has become even more valuable.
The code has been tested on multiple different systems. The first system that will be introduced
is the high performance cluster at the LSS, the chair for system simulation at the university of
Erlangen. The cluster consists out of multiple machines, each holding two or four cores. The so
called quad nodes contain four CPUs at 2.2 GHz, each with its own L2 cache of 1MB. The second
system unfortunately “only” has two cores, since it is a centrino duo laptop with shared memory.
Each cores runs on 1.83GHz and together they can make use of 2MB shared Level 2 cache. Of
course on this machine only simulations with one and two threads were tested, but sometimes with
interesting results. A quick comparison can be found in Table 1.
All benchmarks were repeated several times, always taking the medium value into account.
System:
Number of cores:
Clock rate:
L2 cache:

Cluster
4
2.2GhZ
4*1MB

Laptop
2
1.83GhZ
2MB

Table 1: Quick overview over the benchmark systems

5.1

Standard solver performance on the cluster

During the whole development process, the cluster has been the main target system. Therefore the
following benchmarks can be seen as the most relevant performance achieved with the implementation of this thesis.

5.1.1

Efficiency

The first point to know for parallelization benchmarks is how many bodies it takes to be more
efficient with multiple threads than the single threaded version. As a matter of fact, the setup
of the treads takes some time that must be compensated first. Although a single thread setup
usually is too fast to be usefully measured, the number of all threads over all time steps and over
all functions sums up to a considerable number. Since the average work differs from function to
function by a huge factor, the minimum number of bodies needed with more threads does vary.
In every chapter dealing with this minimum simulation sizes, the figures like Figure 5 list all
functions that are analyzed more closely in that particular part of the performance chapter. The
figures contain two values for each function called Setup1 and Setup2. Setup1 always displays a
simulation size below the actual minimum number, whereas Setup2 shows the shows a simulation
size above this number. The values listed on the x-axis are the differences in runtime, computed
as the Difference of the runtime with one thread and with multiple threads (more precisely as
tserial − tparallel ).
These values have been observed with the following other simulation parameters: 50 time steps for
find and resolveContacts, as well as for moveBodies 1000 time steps for the overall performance.
The approximated minimum values measured were:
- 1049 bodies for findContacts with two threads
- 1515 bodies for findContacts with four threads (Two threads are faster for small simulations,
because more threads block each other more often when they lock the mutex!)
- eight for resolveContacts
- 247 for movebodies
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Figure 5: The minimum numbers needed for each function of the standard solver. The numbers
beside the name of the function are the numbers of bodies the simulation has contained. The first
number sticks to Setup1, the second number to Setup2. The speedup is computed as the time
difference with one thread minus the time with four threads, so positive values represent a better
performance. Setup1 is one of the last measured benchmarks where the single treaded version was
faster than a simulation with four threads. Setup2 on the other hand already contained enough
bodies that the parallelized version was slightly faster than the single threaded one.
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- 44 for the whole simulation with two threads
- 25 for the whole simulation with four threads
All functions without synchronization benefit from four instead of two threads. That is why the
overall performance only needs 25 bodies with four threads. All values without further information
are for four threads. Since the minimum values are far below the targeted simulation sizes, one can
say that most desired simulations clearly do benefit from the parallelization.

5.1.2

Strong scaling

To determine the real speedup in a common simulation, larger simulation setups with many more
rigid bodies have to be analyzed. Since the function’s runtimes differ a lot if measured in the same
simulation setup, the diagram showing the strong scaling of the functions was split into two, each
with similar runtimes.

Figure 6: The times were measured with 6401 bodies and 50 time steps for find contacts and 20101
bodies and 500 time steps for movebodies.

As Figure 6 shows, the speedup is not perfect (not exactly half the time with the doubled number
of threads), but especially for moveBodies it is not too far away. Another relevant point that can be
seen in this graphic is that the findContacts function does not scale as well as moveBodies from
two to four threads. This clearly is an effect of the need for synchronization in this function, because
as long as the number of bodies stays constant, the probability a thread has to wait for locking the
shared resource grows with the number of threads. The first fact that can be seen in Figure 7 is
that the overall runtime is dominated by the resolveContacts function. Therefore the speedup of
this function is the determining factor for the success of the parallelization. This speedup already
is the second fact visible in this figure. Although the time does not exactly halve when the number
of threads is doubled, for example the reduction factor reaches up to 0,56 from two to four threads.
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Figure 7: The strong scaling of the resolvecontacts function and the overall performance. The times
were measured in a setup containing 1201 bodies that ran 200 time steps.
Contrary to the moveBodies function the line representing the performance here is almost exactly
straight, which means there is no loss in efficiency. This is due to the relatively long computation
time and therefore relatively small overhead in each time step.

5.1.3

Weak scaling

In contrast to the numbers and graphs of strong scaling benchmarks, probably shown in advertisements, weak scaling reveals how much the implementation lacks behind the theoretically optimal
performance gain. In this thesis, the weak scaling benchmarks highlight some special details. For
instance, how should a quadratic algorithm (findContacts with exhaustive search) be compared
against other, linear algorithms (for example move contacts)?
The most reasonable approach is doubling the workload by increasing the number of bodies by
the square root of two to achieve approximately the doubled computations. The problem sizes
simulated to compose the figure differ a lot, as the small function moveBodies doesn’t take as
much time as the compute intensive resolveContacts in the same simulation. Therefore the
absolute values cannot be compared. The graph in Figure 8 clearly shows the expected behavior
for the functions move bodies and resolveContacts. The computation times unfortunately are
growing by a considerable amount. This overhead, usually produced by the setup of the threads
and unequally scheduled threads, can be observed to be more dominant in the fast moveBodies
function than in the more compute intensive resolveContacts, where the runtime only grows by
0.74s from one to two threads. findContacts could not be parallelized as efficiently as the other
functions due to the shared resources. Therefore one can see the growth in the corresponding
runtimes. Finally, the overall performance shows the same trend, since the runtime contains the
less efficient findContacts part. It has to be mentioned that the dramatic increase of this part is
due to the fact that the doubled and quadrupled number of bodies were used here, resulting in a
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Figure 8: Weak scaling results for the standard solver with doubled number of bodies, or
the number of bodies for findcontacts.

√

2 times

four respectively sixteen times more complex computation for finding the contacts via exhaustive
search. It is important not to forget that the times do not sum up to the overall time because these
benchmark all were done with different problem sizes!

5.2

FFD solver performance on the cluster

The term “FFD solver” in the following chapters again not only denotes the solver itself but all
the functions contained in the implemented structure like the first half step, the find and
checkContacts functions and the second half step.

5.2.1

Efficiency

As it was critical to know when the parallel version is more efficient than the serial version for the
standard solver, this also is the first question that will be analyzed for the FFD solver.
The minimum numbers found were:
382 bodies for the first half step
9 for the second half step
23 for the overall performance
It can be noticed that the minimum number of elements needed to be more efficient in parallel is
higher if the runtime of the function is shorter. This is a logical consequence, since the absolute
overhead of the thread setup that has to be compensated is the same.
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Figure 9: The figure lists some measurements of the two parallelized functions and the overall
performance. Setup1 always is the last setup the parallel version has performed worse than the
serial, whereas Setup2 is computed faster by the parallel version.
5.2.2

Strong scaling

Strong scaling for the FFD solver is one of the most interesting benchmarks, because the computation using the FFD solver is able to simulate lots of rigid bodies in an acceptable time and
commonly these are the features desired most by the user.
The results show a good speedup, almost half the original times of the serial version when using
two threads. What made this possible is the structure of the functions, that contain no shared data
and therefore a speedup of this level could be expected. Unfortunately, these runtimes are only a
small percentage of the overall runtime. This is illustrated in Figure 11. One can clearly see that
the non parallel part of 120s doesn’t change when both functions are subtracted from the overall
runtime.
The second thing that can be observe here is that the runtime is dominated by the two functions
find and checkContacts. Sad to say, but the parallelization of these functions was not feasible.
For detailed informations about the reasons see chapter 4.8.

5.2.3

Weak scaling

The parallel functions of the FFD solver only have linear complexity, therefore the weak scaling
can be done straight forward. The results are presented in Figure 12
As for all prior weak scaling benchmarks, the runtimes grow by a considerable amount. But just
for comparison, Figure 13 shows the same benchmarks in one figure with the runtimes of the not
parallel part.
Compared to the increasing runtimes of the non linear algorithms the slightly longer times of the
linear parallel functions do not carry that much weight.
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Figure 10: The figure shows the strong scaling of the parallelized functions first and second half
step. The corresponding benchmark was done with 24001 bodies and 300 time steps.

Figure 11: The figure shows the same benchmark as in Figure 10.
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Figure 12: As problem sizes for the benchmark 6000, 12000 and 24000 bodies were chosen. The
results of the simulations are measured over 300 time steps.

Figure 13: The same benchmark as in Figure 12.
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Figure 14: A comparison between thread creation using functors and with a wrapper class object).
5.2.4

Additional remarks

As promised in chapter 4.7, a comparison between the performance of the parallelized code using
a functor and the dedicated object for initializing the boost thread has been evaluated. Figure
14 displays the runtimes of the first half step of the FFD solver, using four threads in every
benchmark.
Although there is only a slight difference between both concepts in the average runtime, every
single simulation using a function pointer for the initialization beat the corresponding run of the
additional object. Assuming that both implementations internally are treated very much the same,
this results are completely explainable, because the dedicated object needs additional memory (also
in the cache), and one additional function has to be performed to assign data to it. With these
results in mind, one should prefer the usage of boost::bind over the implementation of an additional
object class if it is feasible, since the tiny additional speedup won’t do any harm.
Taking everything contained in this chapter into consideration, one can say that the overall performance gain on the cluster is almost everywhere close to what could have been expected. Unfortunately, all benchmarks show a tendency to suboptimal efficiency and some functions could
not be parallelized perfectly efficient, for example the find contacts in the standard solver. What
absolutely can be seen as a pity is the fact that the comparatively big serial part in the FFD solver
could not be parallelized. Nevertheless, most of the multi threaded implementations offer a real
performance improvement for the whole pe simulation.

5.3

Standard solver performance on the dual-core laptop

The second system for performance measurements is a laptop with shared cache. Although most
benchmarks performed as expected and similar to what could be observed on the cluster, this
slightly different system has some surprises in store. The benchmarks are only performed with one
and two threads, since four threads on a machine with two cores cannot be able to deliver the
desired speedup. As a consequence the minimum number of bodies to achieve a speedup also is
only measured for two threads.
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Figure 15: Minimum numbers of bodies for a speedup of the standard solver on the cluster.
5.3.1

Efficiency

One of the most interesting aspect of the benchmarks on this system is the comparison to the benchmarks on the cluster. As Figure 15 shows, the less compute intensive functions like moveBodies or
in such small simulations also findContacts tend to need less bodies for a second thread to become
lucrative than on the cluster.

Since the runtime dominant resolveContacts function needs some more bodies to be more efficient
in parallel, there also is a slight increase of minimum bodies for the overall runtime. The main
difference between the cluster and this machine, besides the number of cores, is the shared cache,
which made the verification of the benchmarks a little bit harder. An effect of the cache is that the
speedup of a function does not always increase linearly with the number of bodies, but that there
is a certain range the efficiency nearly stays the same, because the theoretical benefit of higher
efficiency is compensated by more Level 2 cache misses. This effect is visualized in Figure 16. The
speedup grows almost linearly until around 400 bodies. Then only a slight increase in efficiency
can be observed until a simulation size of about 6000 bodies. Above that size the speedup again
continues as expected.
Nevertheless the main result of this chapter can be summarized as the fact that the exact minimum
number of bodies indeed does vary from system to system, but the parallelized version in the desired
complex simulations always does beat the original version.
5.3.2

Strong scaling

As already explained during the analysis of the benchmarks on the cluster, the strong scaling
performance can be considered one of the most important benchmarks for the real application. For
the standard solver, this benchmark is split into two figures to allow a better visualization. The
first figure, Figure 17, displays the benchmarks for findContacts made with 1000 bodies and 10
time steps, and move bodies, that has been run with 50000 bodies and 100 time steps.
The strong scaling results can be interpreted as the expected results, but not with optimal efficiency.
The runtime of the perfectly parallelizable function moveBodies could have reached some value of
about 16.5 seconds in the best case. A general difference between the functions with and without
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Figure 16: Level 2 cache limit on a shared cache machine. The number of time steps used for these
benchmarks was 100.

Figure 17: Strong scaling benchmarks for findcontacts and movebodies.
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Figure 18: Strong scaling benchmarks for resolvecontacts and the overall performance.
shared resources also is observable, since the findContacts parallelization cannot be as efficient as
the movebodies’. Figure 18 shows benchmarks of the resolveContacts function and the overall
performance. The simulation contained 401 rigid bodies and iterated 200 time steps. As a matter
of fact this benchmark looks very similar to the one on the cluster, but surprisingly reveals a higher
efficiency on this system!
As far as the distribution of the runtimes is concerned, this benchmark clearly shows that the
resolveContacts function dominates the overall runtime for almost all simulation sizes.

5.3.3

Weak scaling

Since the strong scaling results often already allow an estimation of the weak scaling results, most
of the here presented runtimes do not surprise at all. Again the problem sizes for the benchmarks
in Figures 19 and 20 are varied to obtain comparable results.

5.3.4

Additional remarks

If the idea of weak scaling is changed in such a way that the problem size is increased, whereas
the number of time steps is decreased to keep the overall work constant, this is a a great way to
demonstrate the actual overhead of the thread setup. Not only do no disturbances occur here by
quadratically scaling algorithms or a changing cache miss ratio, but since every time step produces
additional overhead by the setup of the threads, the efficiency should increase for more bodies if
the number of time steps is scaled inverse. Some benchmarks are visualized in Figure 21
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Figure 19: Weak scaling benchmarks for findcontacts and movebodies with varied simulation sizes.

Figure 20: Weak scaling benchmarks for resolvecontacts and the overall runtime with varied simulation sizes.
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Figure 21: The following figure shows benchmarks of the movebodies function.
The fact that the single threaded algorithm performs better with few bodies clearly results from
the overhead needed for managing the threads. This overhead is not yet compensated by the short
runtimes with few bodies. Another fact, that the runtime of the single threaded version increases
as the number of bodies is increased but the number of time steps is decreased accordingly shows
that even the linear algorithms do not scale perfectly with the number of bodies. But what is most
interesting about Figure 21 is the behavior of the multi threaded runtime. Although we see an
increase of the work by the single threaded algorithm the runtime drops significantly. Therefore the
gain of efficiency by less thread setup overhead must not be underestimated. At least it obviously
is greater than the increase of the overall runtime due to more cache misses and other side effects.

5.4

FFD solver performance on the dual-core laptop

The FFD Solver on the laptop again should not surprise with its benchmarks. The main difference
between this system and the previous one besides the cache is the clock rate, but this should not
affect relative speedups.

5.4.1

Efficiency

The measurement of the minimum simulation size on this system returned sometimes unclear or
even contradicting result. The values are displayed in Figure 22
The values measure in average to obtain a speedup were:
400 for the first half step
36 for the second half step
43 for the overall runtime
These minimum values tend to be higher than on the cluster, but as the reason for this behavior
not only the different hardware can be blamed, but also that the cluster was benchmarked with
four threads.
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Figure 22: Efficiency measurments of the FFD solver. The presented values are the average of all
tests run.
5.4.2

Strong scaling

These benchmarks in the first place are interesting as a comparison to the performance on the
cluster. Figure 23 displays the measured results. As always the simulation sizes were changed for
better visualization.
Again the runtimes of the parallelizable functions for huge simulations do drop, but as on the
previously presented system the overall runtime using the FFD solver is still dominated by the
unparallelized parts of the algorithm. The relative speedups indeed are not so bad after all, but
they cannot keep up with the ones measure on the cluster.

5.4.3

Weak scaling

Weak scaling performed on the laptop for the FFD solver also did return the expected results.
But when measuring weak scaling on a system with shared cache one has to keep an eye on the
sizes of the simulations. As already mentioned, for some certain problem sizes there is no speedup
worth mentioning at all. If one simulation size exactly falls into this range there is no speedup
in the execution and therefore the weak scaling seems to perform shockingly weak. But as Figure
24 presents simulations sizes of 12000 and 24000 bodies, the cache should not have any noticeable
impact.
The observed performance again does fulfill the expectations at least roughly, but the increase of the
runtime for the first half step is relatively large-sized compared to the small absolute values.
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Figure 23: Strong scaling measurments of the FFD solver.

Figure 24: Weak scaling measurments of the FFD solver.
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6

Results

Having exhaustively analyzed the implementation of the parallel algorithms and their behavior
compared to the single threaded program, one at first has to state that the overall performance
did considerably benefit from the parallelization. Especially the standard solver concept scales
very good with the number of cores. Of course there were also some parts of the software that
could not be parallelized with the maximal efficiency. Sometimes the shared resources decreased
the speedup of the parallel algorithms, sometimes they even made it unfeasible to speed up an
algorithm. Nevertheless, most of the analyzed algorithms performance got boosted sigificantly.
The theoretically perfect parallel performance could not be reached, but demanding this would be
doomed to failure right from the beginning at least due to the overhead of the thread creation.
As several performance measurements have shown this overhead diminishes as the number of rigid
bodies increases.
The overall runtime of the program would benefit from an efficient parallel version of the sweep
and prune algorithm to find the contacts. But the current implementation of the sorting would
require a very complex synchronization, and therefore real benefits for this algorithm can only be
expected in very huge simulations. In contrast to that, the parallelization of the checkContacts
functions used in the FFD solver (in the benchmarks contained in the “non parallel part”) might
actually be done. The reasons why this was not feasible are discussed in 4.8. Since checkContacts
is behind more than half of the “non parallel part”, an efficient parallel implementation would again
significantly increase the performance of the FFD solver.
But, as already mentioned, the speedup of the parallelized parts really is satisfying the expectations,
for a huge number of bodies it sometimes even exceeds them. Based on everything experienced and
presented in this thesis, one can clearly state that the parallelization of a programm should always
be considered if it sometimes will run on a multicore computer.
The performance gain is worth the effort.
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7

Outlook

What could make boost threads and therefore this thesis more efficient in the future would be
a thread concept that does not only allow to assign work once. If all created threads could be
used over and over again by reassigning work to them manually, the maximum overall performance
should again grow considerably. Although such a concept might be more complex to implement,
the additional performance gain should be worth to go the extra mile in most algorithms.
Another promising approach would be the usage of distributed memory parallelization like MPI.
Although such a system will always need the additional communication, for large simulation setups
this approach should pay off as well, since the communication can be kept to a minimum in several
algorithms. Just to extend the hypothetical idea, the efficiency in this case might profit from
restructuring the code such that several parts of the pe::World can exist and be computed on their
own, probably with some overlapping. As a result the rigid bodies might even be processed by several
algorithms independent from the other parts of the simulation. Consequently less communication
between the single parts would be needed. However, such an approach would be a thesis of its own.
But where will this whole development lead in the future? Though it is always hard to predict the
upcoming technological advances, at least there is no doubt that the trend to multiprocessors will
not come to a halt at the current standard of four or eight cores. Manufacturers keep on announcing
CPUs with a steadily growing number of cores to cope with the growing demand for computational
power.

Figure 25: An AMD roadmap for servers until the year 2010. It is located at [14] along with some
further information.
The usage of multi-core technology seems to be the best way, since the traditional approaches of
shrinking the manufacturing process and exploiting possible optimizations alone will probably not
be able to satisfy the demand forever. This trend already has established on home computers
where it is used for enhanced multimedia, more efficient work or gaming, but it is even more needed
for the server stations that are set up nowadays. Especially computer centers have benefit from
this design for a long time, and the newest supercomputers have often also set up new records for
the number of cores. Currently already incredible 212992 cores are installed in the world’s second
fastest and 122400 cores in the fastest machine and there is more yet to come. For more information
on the TOP supercomputers see [15]. Such a steadily increasing computation power for instance
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satisfies the demand generated by more and more complex simulation in all kinds of research, that
sometimes expand our understanding of the world.
Putting it all in a nutshell one can state that, until a revolutionary concept will change the way
hardware is built today, the world will be tightly gripped by multi-core in the future.
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